Herazo, Rohl Top 5 Km Fields

Kingsport, Tenn., Oct. 14—On a cool morning, Mike Rohl (21:22) and Victoria Herazo (25:02) dominated the fields to pull off wins in National 5 Km Racewalks. The races turned out to be primarily for the older gentry. In the men’s race, Rohl and second-place Dave McGovern were the youngest at age 35. There were a couple of women younger than that, but the first two finishers were over 40, and the next two over 50. Gayle Johnson walked a masterful race in third to shatter her age group record with a 26:21. In the most impressive performance of the day, 56-year-old Rich Friedlander won the Men’s Master’s title in 24:25. Just 4 years and 13 seconds behind him was Bruce Booth. The results:

Women:
1. Victoria Herazo (41), Nev. 25:02
2. Donna Chamberlain (43), Penn. 26:10
3. Gayle Johnson (51), Missouri 26:21
4. Jackie Reitz (52), Ind. 28:34
5. Regan Holmgren (24), Ind. 28:51
6. Sarah Perry (30), Fla. 29:08
7. Linda Swonder (39), Ind. 30:19
8. Janet Higbie (59), Ind. 30:37
9. Rita Sinkovec (61), Col. 31:41
10. Barb Stayton (46), Ind. 30:41
11. Jolene Steigerwald (56), Cal. 31:01
12. Judy Witt (51), Va. 31:27
13. Elizabeth Main (49), Kan. 31:49
14. Cathy Mayfield (49), Ind. 32:12
15. Ruby Tolbert (58), Penn. 32:53
16. Helen Amazen (67), Ala. 34:35
17. Judy Justis (42), Tenn. 34:39
18. Barbara Mangum (53), Ala. 35:35

Katherine Fincer (42), N.C. 40:15 (3 DQs)

Men:
1. Mike Rohl (35), N.M. 21:22
2. Dave McGovern (35), Ala. 21:50
4. Drew Swonder (36), Ind. 24:13
5. Rich Friedlander (56), Missouri 24:25
6. Bruce Booth (52), Va. 24:38
7. Rod Craig (42), Mich. 24:46
8. Leon Jasionowski (56), Mich. 25:03
9. Max Walker (54), Ind. 25:34
10. Jim Carmines (57), Penn. 25:39
11. Will Walden (45), Tenn. 25:56
12. Phil Gura (41), Ga. 27:09
13. Robert Head (45), Ind. 27:25
14. Paul Johnson (63), Fla. 27:26
15. Paul Hammer (58), Ohio 28:04
16. Allen Albert (57), Ind. 28:09
17. Randy Stiles (55), Ill. 28:29
18. Bruce Cooper (47), Kan. 28:58
19. Peter Armstrong (53), N.M. 29:28
20. Jack Sturr (72), Del. 29:57
21. Ross Barranco (51), Mich. 30:47
22. Bob Stewart (67), Ind. 31:31
23. Charles Mullins (58), Tenn. 31:37
24. Mike Michel (70), N.C. 32:01
25. Gary Kidd (53), Kan. 32:39
26. Bob Christmas (70), Ind. 33:22
27. Daryl Simpson (53), Kan. 33:25
28. James Yeager (49), Ind. 34:06
29. Michael Manis (41), Tenn. 34:44
30. George Solice (69), Cal. 35:05
31. John Pollman (54), Ind. 35:11
32. Paul Geyer (81), Minn. 39:55
33. Frank DeGray (76), Ala. 43:05 (6 DQs)

Herazo 1 Hour Queen; McGovern 2 Hour King

Worcester, Mass., Oct. 1—Returning for the first time since her last title in 1996, Victoria Herazo walked off with her sixth National 1 Hour title, covering 11,728 meters. She had also won in 1990, 1991, 1994, 1995, and 1996. In the Men’s 2 Hour title race, Dave McGovern was an easy winner, going 24,432 meters. Maine’s junior walkers were very impressive. While he didn’t make our headline, 18-year-old Daniel Pendergast was very impressive as he won the men’s 1 Hour with 12,201 meters. And 17-year-old Caitlin Bonney was a strong second in the women’s
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Race, her 11.150 meters improving on her 1999 performance by 562 meters. The results:

**Women's 1 Hour**

**Men's 1 Hour**


---

Aid station, 1930s style. England’s Ed Shillabeer sent me a picture postcard regarding his participation in the 19.4 mile Church-to-Church Walk in Guernsey, an event started in the ‘30s (he accomplished an age 60-64 best of 3:17:38 for the very hilly course). Referring to the picture on the card, he said: “Here is a picture of a roadside refreshment station of that era.”
stopped for a cup of hot tea and leaned against the director of the race, and leaned, and leaned. They took me in and got someone from the fire department to check me out. I at least knew my name and where I was. After changing to dry clothes and taking a long, hot shower, I took to the course again to thunderous applause from the six volunteers. Jack Blackburn, walking guru of Springfield (Ed. And five-time Centurion) told me that these things were a real spiritual happening. As you probably already know from years of personal knowledge, J.B. is 3 miles short of 5 kilometers. Spiritual experience my Aunt Fanny! With periodia rest, I was able to keep going for the 24-hour thing-a-mabob (now there's scientific racewalking lingo). Funny story—daring wife Peggy made me swear on a BIBLE before I went that this was the last one! (Ed. Note that Chuck is a minister in the Church of Christ.) That night, after the race, when I was back in the motel she told me on the phone, "The next time, I am going with you." So, yes to your question (Ed. I had queried him about his experience), if my osteoarthritic knee will allow me, I will try it again. Unfortunately, may have to travel some to find one, unless I can talk the "spiritual-minded one" into holding one in Ohio. All in all it was a great experience. Right up there with root canal and open heart surgery. (Ed. From my experience, root canals are highly overrated, but I can't comment on open heart thing-a-mabobs.) On a positive side, it was a real treat to meet walkers from Europe, Bermuda, and from all over the U.S. The encouragement given by all of them to me and each other certainly helped through one most miserable night. The later stages of the race found me unable to walk upright, I kept leaning sideways, which proved to be quite a pain. The Kims did a tremendous job of planning this race and putting it on. They were there throughout the race. I don't know how many times he helped me inside. Plus all the volunteers that were counting laps and taking care of the aid tables. I was in much better shape for this one than the 100 km in Yellow Springs in 98. No blisters, lost toe nails, and I was even able to drive myself to the airport the day after. If it hadn't been for the weather... Ah well, "it" never walked a mile and it didn't prevent nine walkers from going the distance." Ah, a strange breed these ultra-distance dudes and dudettes. Well, back to the more mundane results.

**Western Regional 1 Hour, Broomfield, Col., Oct. 8-1. Alan Yap (58) 10,090 meters 2. Barbara Amador (52) 9878**

**Really High 3 Km, Cloudcroft, N.M., Oct. 22 (Well, this isn't exactly mundane either. A Mike Roh production at 9000 ft. altitude.)**

**1. Michelle Rohl 17:45 (So, altitude does make a difference for the endurance athlete. Also see Bob Mimm's article in the From Heel To Toe section of this issue.)**


Come To These, and Walk With the Breeze
(Breeze not guaranteed; hopefully, no gale-force winds)

Sun. Nov. 5 5 Km, Kentfield, Cal. (P)
1 Hour, Alexandria, Vir. (J)
5 and 10 Km, Coconut Creek, Florida (Q)
10 Km, West Concord, Mass. (N)
2 Miles, Albuquerque, N.M. (I)
Sat. Nov. 11 2.8 Miles, Seattle, 9 am (C)
Sun. Nov. 12 1 Hour, Kentfield, Cal. (P)
10 Mile, Denver, 10 am (H)
Coney Island 10 Mile Handicap and 5 Mile, Brooklyn, N.Y., 9 am (F)
(Originally scheduled for Oct. 22, hope you didn't show up then)
Sat. Nov. 18 South Region 1 Hour, Myrtle Beach, S.C. (Z)
Sat. Nov. 19 1 Hour, Monterey, Cal. (S)
5 Km, New York City, 8:30 am (G)
5 Km, Albuquerque (I)
Thur. Nov. 23 4 Mile, Denver, 10 am (H)
5 Km, Las Cruces, N.M. (I)
Sat. Nov. 25 5 Km, Aurora, Col., 9 am (II)
1/2 Marathon to 50 Km, Seattle (C)
Sun. Nov. 26 1 Hour, Fort Monmouth, N.J., 10 am (A)
5 Km, New York City, 9 am (G)
Sun. Dec. 3 5 Km, New York City, 9 am (G)
Sat. Dec. 9 1 Hour, Ft. Monmouth, N.J., 10 am (A)
Sat. Dec. 16 1 Hour, Ft. Monmouth, N.J., 10 am (A)
Sat. Dec. 23 5 and 10 Km, Washington, D.C. (J)
Sun. Dec. 31 Polar Bear 10 Mile, Ashby Park, N.J., 10 am (A)
2001
Mon. Jan. 1 2 Miles, Albuquerque (I)
Sat. Jan. 13 5 Km, Ocean Township, N.J., 10 am (A)

From Heel to Toe
Paris to Colmar. In the August issue, we had an article on the annual Paris to Colmar race, which, though varying from year to year, is always more than 500 km. The first race was held in 1926 and in 1988, a women's race of more than 250 km was added. We noted in the article that the race is continuous but for two or three mandatory stops, the details of which we were uncertain. Our French subscriber and correspondent, Kora Bouffiert, now living in Washington with her husband Eric, who is attached to the French embassy, has supplied those details. Kora knows them well, having won the women's race in 1995. There are two medical stops. The first one is for 3 hours at the 247 km mark and the second for 1 hour at 439 km. The women have a 2 hour stop at 117 km and 1 hour at 292. This year's men's winner was reported in our August issue as Russia's Alexii Rodionov. This 43 year old holds the world record for 100 km at 8:54:35 and has done 50 in 3:53:47 and 20 in 1:22:26. I guess, those being rather boring times in Russia, he gravitated to the longer distances where he could excel. Kora also tells me that you need to enter two qualifying races (200 km or 24 hours) and complete at least 195 km in each (160 km for the women). According to Kora, the 2001 edition will be from May 31 to June 3. She suggests that as a good time for enthusiasts to visit France and support these great endurance athletes; you can assist them in walking a few miles with them. And, she says, you can sample some of the greatest champagnes and Alsacian wines (delicious white wines) all along the road as you pass through 175 French towns and seven different counties. Want more info—connect with http://PARIS.COLMAR.FREE.FR. In French, of course, but much of this sort of stuff is always decipherable regardless of familiarity with the language. ...International stuff. The next World Cup of Racewalking is set of October 12-13, 2002 in Turin, Italy. The 2001 World Championships will be in Edmonton from Aug 3 to 12. And, next summer's World Youth Games will be held in Debrecen, Hungary from July 12 through 15. The meet is for athletes who will not turn 18 during 2001 and who meet qualifying standards of 49:00 (10 Km) for men and 25:25 (5 Km) for women. The standards must be met between Jan. 1 and June 27, 2001...National coach, RWI, NARL. Enrique Pena will continue as coach to American racewalkers for the next 4 years. He signed a contract with Racewalking International (RWI) while in Australia at the Olympics. He will continue to walk with walkers at the ARCO Olympic Training Center and will be involved in preparing U.S. walkers for the July WAVA (masters) Games in Brisbane, the IAAF World Championships in August, and the 2004 Athens Olympics. He is also excited about plans to expand the country's youth development program. When signed, Pena said, "I know there must be at least a dozen like Jefferson Perez in a country the size of America. We just have to find and train them to become Olympic Games contenders. To find out more about RWI and how you can support racewalking, contact chairman John MacLachlan at 745 Kelly Drive, Incline Village, NV 89451, 775-833-2121. MacLachlan has also announced that RWI has concluded negotiations...
with the US Army that will enhance the ARCO OTC program now and in the future. The Army
becomes RWI's first institutional partner and will help fund Coach DeWitt's activities. OTC walkers
will now have the opportunity to travel with Coach DeWitt for altitude training using the facilities
of Fort Carson, Colorado 50 miles south of Colorado Springs. For those wondering what has become
of the North American Racewalking Institute (NARI) in all of this, it is still alive and well, but has
transferred responsibility for the ARCO Training Center to RWI. NARI will continue to place a
top priority on developing racewalking in America. One plan is to provide funding for a special
collegiate meet that Mike DeWitt will be organizing next spring. A fund for that is already
established from money raised to send Coach DeWitt to Sydney with his athletes Michelle Rohr
and Debbi Lawrence. Mike's obligations to his family and to his teaching and coaching at U.W.
Parkside did not allow him to attend. The meet will be first step in developing and nurturing
collegiate walkers. The NARI Board welcomes suggestions from those interested in the further
development of our sport. Donations will go to programs that assist up-and-coming racewalkers
and seek to expand our pool of potential Olympians. For more information contact Elaine Ward,
NARI, PO Box 50313, Pasadena, CA 91115, 626-441-5459, NARWE@aol.com. Olympic
video. 1968 and 1972 Olympian Tom Dooley, and probably others, is looking for a copy of a
video of the Sydney Olympic walking races. He will pay! If you can help, contact Tom at 2817
San Simeon Way, San Carlos, CA 94070. Also, let the ORW know so I can pass the word on to
subscribers.

And speaking of Mike DeWitt. The initial NARI collegiate effort is in fine hands.
The coaching core of University of Wisconsin-Parkside and Parkside AC coach Mike DeWitt is
delgated. Besides Michelle Rohr and Debbi Lawrence, Olympians Jim Heirig, Andy Kaestner, and
Tim Seaman went through his program, as did many other internationals, including Ray Sharp,
Chris Hansen, Mike Stau, Mike Roh, and Doug Fournier. I'm sure I have missed some and
who are athletes. The bottom line is that his quiet and unassuming way, Mike has been an integral part
of whatever success we have had internationally over the past 20 years. Here is a fine tribute to
the program developed by former coach Bob Lawson and Mike, in the words of former IAAF
Racewalk Chairman Bob Bowman: "The atmosphere of Parkside/Kenosha is the best in the world
of racewalking. If you are ever in the Chicago area, it is worth a trip 30 miles north to this storied
location. It is a blue collar town except for the University, which is just a mile outside of
downtown Kenosha. It sits among rolling hills, outlined in meadows and woods. The whole
town and the school love racewalking. It is clearly Racewalking USA. My favorite story about Parkside
is that Mike DeWitt is my first trip there almost 20 years ago, in 1981. It was spring and I was in Chicago on business
and the Parkside people (Head Coach Bob Lawson, who originally built the program at Parkside
with DeWitt being his first walker) invited me up to officiate at a track meet that weekend in which
a 5000 meter track walk was included. I was staying at the Holiday Inn. My first night there
(Frida), I was met at the hotel by Don Kopriwa, the Sports Info Director at Parkside. Before we
went to dinner, we stopped at the local neighborhood bar (Chef's, or something like that), which
was strategically located near the local automotive plant. The bar was frequented by the auto
workers (pretty tough leag) and Parkside students. It was a typical midwest sport's bar and
everyone seemed to know each other. As I entered the bar, I immediately noticed there were many
pictures and photos of all the local professional sports heroes from the Chicago and Milwaukee
teams. There was also some pictures of college athletes. To my amazement, right over the middle
of the long bar, between life-size pictures of Carlton Fish, hall of fame catcher, and Kareem Abdul
Jabbar was a life-size picture of Olympic and Parkside Hall of Fame Racewalker Jim Heirig. As I
stood there with my mouth open, a big guy with sleeves rolled up and wearing a hard hat, turned to
me and asked what I was staring at. I said, "That picture" and pointed at it. He said, "Don't you
know that's Jim Heirig, out Olympic walker?" It was the most unbelievable thing I had ever seen
in all my years in the sport. Don Kopriwa started laughing and then told me he had brought me
there because he knew I would never believe it otherwise. My whole weekend was incredible.

This whole community worships racewalking. In the large athletic field house there is also
ejacent parking for all Parkside's All-Americans. They have many in basketball (NAIA and NCAA
Division II) and in track (mostly racewalkers). Get in line for hornet juice. Sydney
marathon winner Naoko Takahashi, has credited her success in part to hornet juice. She consumed
the stomach juices of giant, koller hornets that fly 60 miles a day at up to 20 mph during training
and in the race itself. Japanese scientists claim that it has astonishing powers to boost human
stamina. The scientists at the Institute of Physical and Chemical Research near Tokyo began
investigating the bitter juice of the species of large hornets to find out what gave them the energy
to fly the equivalent of more than two marathons in search 10 food for their young. The hornets
feed their grubs by killing other insects, chewing the meat into a ball, and carrying it up to half their
body weight back for the grubs, waiting in underground nests. When the grub has eaten it
passes a few droplets of clear liquid back to the adult, which is totally dependent on this juice
because their tiny digestive tracts do not allow them to eat solid foods. The task of finding and
removing hornets' nests, which contain about 4,000 grubs, was hazardous for the scientists, even
with heavy duty protective clothing and hard hats. But, the eventually managed to remove some
80 nests and, in the lab, extracted the juice from the grubs using pipettes. A series of tests on
swimming mice and then on students on exercise bikes, showed that those who had taken the juice
performed almost twice as well as those who did not. Working with the Meiji company, the
scientists turned the juice into a drink acceptable to humans and it was taken up by many Japanese
endurance athletes. Takahashi says it was a crucial factor in helping her win the gold. Well, if
endurance athletes throughout the world turn to this elixir, the hornet and grub population might
drop precipitously, and everyone will right back where they started in relation to each other.

Altitude stuff. Our mention of Curt Clausen's altitude simulating tent brought this commentary
from Bob Mimm, 1960 Olympian and masters walker par excellence. "I was much interested in
your altitude tent article on Curt Clausen. When I trained for the Olympic team, I couldn't afford a
pup tent, let alone an altitude tent. How times change. Oddly, I just recently wrote an article on
altitude for the Easy Striders. It shows the latest thinking on altitude, according to my research.
And here is Bob's article: "If you dropped someone on the summit of Mt. Everest without oxygen,
that person would not remain alive very long. Humans are not made to live in the thin air of such
extreme heights. Yes, there are those who have been successful in their attempts to climb Mt.
Everest. There are even a few who have done it without the use of supplemental oxygen. But, to
do it, they had to move slowly to give their bodies time to adjust. The usual procedure is to climb
to a designated height, return to a camp site, and repeat the procedure until the summit is reached
or the body gives up. Some individuals are able to tolerate altitude better than others. Physical
fitness does not seem to be a factor. Couch potatoes are often able to tolerate its effects better than
trained athletes. We do not know why. Do we know, however, that altitude can be life
threatening. It must be respected. If you like the challenge of altitude, you should know about the
Tibet Sky marathon held at an altitude of 4300 meters (better than 14,000 feet). In 1998, Matt
Carpenter, of Pike Peaks fame, won it 2:53. The fact that Matt can go under 2:20 at sea level
certainly shows the effect of altitude. A question that might interest those who are competitively
active is whether or not training at altitude will make you faster. This is because you run slower at altitude so you will not get the
speed you work so hard for. Many authorities now tell us that the ultimate training philosophy is to live
at altitude and train at sea level. Those of you who believe in the benefits of altitude training might
be interested in learning there is a way to get such training without going up a mountain. You can buy a Wallace Altitude Tent. It is a nylon dome that fits over your bed and pumps air to you with
one-third less oxygen. Please be aware that it costs more than $5,000. For me, I would rather go
up a mountain." (Ed. One small point. It seems to me that the tent does not simulate training at
The jury is still out on whether the Olympic walks have done any harm to the sport because of the disqualifications. Certainly, they resulted in a lot of adverse publicity, mostly by sports writers with no understanding of the sport who substituted words such as "cheating" and "running" for disqualification. They were ready to brand the sport as a farce when three leaders in the women's 10 Km were picked off successively by the judges. Of course, we know that the judges were protecting the integrity of the sport; the farce would have been letting these ladies In Order. He said:

"Is it OK to DQ someone 14 minutes after they finish a race, take a lap of honor and receive a congratulatory call from their country's president? If they had three red cards, they should be disqualified from the race regardless of when the cards are counted or where they finished but it can be a public relations nightmare. There are very few racewalking events where this type of problem would even be noticed. It is hardly likely to occur at the local race level. One solution could be for the highest level races to have two Chief Judges. Neither would judge the race, but both would be empowered to pull athletes out with the little red paddle of doom. Careful placement of these two officials should minimize the time lapse from issuance of a third red card to the communication of a DQ to the athlete. It sounds easy, but secure and accurate communication would be essential. As wireless and hand held communications technology evolves, this may become a viable option."

The rules state that when disqualified, athletes should leave the course and remove their numbers at once. What happens if they do not comply? Someone has already pointed out Perrone's breaking of this rule was embarrassing. I spoke with an expert viewer of the BBC coverage in the UK (alright, so it was actually my mum). Her perception was that Perrone slowed markedly when shown the red paddle and then ran to catch Saville who was visibly very upset to suddenly see Perrone again... We need a clause in the rules to give a consequence for failing to stop for a red paddle. This is tough, after all the person has already been disqualified. Some suggestions include a one year suspension, having a red card issued prior to every race they take part in for the next 2 years or issuing the chief judge a canister of mace... Ok, come up with a better idea and I'll gladly listen. (Ed. Have Gary Westerfield on the judges panel. This same thing happened at the 1991 World Cup in San Jose when Andrei Perlov continued on after being shown the red flag with about 600 meters to go in the 50. Gary chased him in a golf cart, hopped out as he neared the finish, sprinted after him, and just managed to steer him off the course before he broke the tape."

Do we have a semantics problem? One of the more annoying recurring errors by reporters has been their use of the words "running" and "cheating"—perhaps confused by the term "disqualified". When you lift, your flight time between strides has become visible to the unmanned human eye. That occurs when you spend more than about 30 thousandths of a second off the ground between foot contacts. This is consistently the threshold for observing lifting for trained observers, which should be every judge, if we are training correctly. At approximately 200 strides a minute, that gives 9 percent flight time versus 91 percent foot to ground contact time as the borderline for picking up a red card. When an athlete crosses this line, they are not "running"—runners have a flight phase of about 50 percent depending on their speed. Are walkers who lift cheating? I don't believe they are unless they make a flagrant form change that involves conscious lifting and creeping. It might be better to alter our terminology for DQs. How about "Fouled out for three technical infractions"? Using our present terminology, you could say that Dragilla won the women's pole vault after all the other jumpers were disqualified!

Ian also suggests some thoughts on how to handle ourselves in view of attacks on the sport:

Keep calm, don't make your responses into personal attacks, even on the most boneheaded of our detractors.
Give them facts and easily understood analogies, e.g.
- Racewalking is a competition to get from A to B as fast as possible while abiding by two rules of form. This is the same situation as in butterfly, backstroke, or backstroke swimming. These strokes contrast with freestyle swimming in the same way as racewalking contrasts with running.

-Judging is by the naked eye. That gives a very consistent and level playing field since trained judges almost all start to see lifting errors at the same time. (See above.)

-Given a stride length of about 1 meter, 3 form breaks in 20 Km is an error rate of 0.016 percent. That is an extremely high standard. (Ed. I don't quite agree with Ian on the idea of "three form breaks". It isn't as if the competitor has three breaks in form during the race that cause disqualification. Rather, at least three judges decide that the athlete is not walking within the two rules and is probably proceeding in this manner continuously. The other sounds like a walker takes three illegal steps sometime during the race and that's enough for disqualification. A walker who is disqualified is probably moving in an illegal manner for a good while. It's a question of when three judges decide that is the case.

-Racewalking at top speed has about the same energy cost as running at top speed. The 20 Km walk is about equivalent in physiological difficulty to running 18 miles while the 50 Km is similar to the physiological challenge of running 43 miles.

-Modern track and field can trace its origins back to walking races in England 300 years ago. Thus, racewalking is not merely an event group in athletics, it was the first event group in modern athletics. In fact, I was inspired to start racewalking after seeing Captain Barclay pass through my home village of Birmingham as he raced along the post road to York—now I'm giving away how old I am. (Ed. Regarding Captain Barclay, see p.13.)

This from 50 Km winner, Robert Korzeniowski about judges:

The best solution is to select them very carefully. It is the only way until there is some electronic solution that will check for loss of contact. (Ed. But then, what about bent knees?) Often in racewalking some of the judges judging the competition have not seen a race for a year, something that would be impossible in a sport like football, for example. (Ed. Soccer for us.) This was not the case here, but it is often a real war between the judges and the athletes. But we must not be afraid of the judges. We must strive for perfection. After all, we are competing at the highest level and perfection is the name of the game. Of course, the same applies to the judges, too!"

Some have suggested that elite walkers might play the judges, pushing for a caution that will tell them they are walking brilliantly since they haven't yet actually broken the rules but have reached their limit. Another thought is that since the rules now allow a slight phase (the human eye bit) walkers should strive for it if they are to achieve their best. Some replies to this type of thinking:

From Bob Bowman:
- This is 100 percent wrong. If correct, why would Jefferson Perez, for example, never get cautions, let alone a warning. He regularly walks close to the world best time. I recently judged him walking 2:20 for 20 km on the track. He was the most legal looking walker I've ever seen. The reason is, fast walking is consistent with legal walking, not the reverse. Of course, you have to have the proper technique and be a conditioned athlete. You can't just go out and walk fast. Some walkers will look bad at any speed. Elite racewalkers often look worse at slower speeds, especially at the 20 km distance where fatigue is not a factor. They become too relaxed and start to float. This occurs often in the early stages of the race before they get down to serious racing. The strategy of walking to the judges cautioning is foolish and self-defeating.

From Dave McGovern (as to whether a deliberate flight phase would be cheating):
- Cheating is basically in the heart of the cheater. In legal terms there must be specific or willful intent. The intent is to walk fast, and the rules as currently written, interpreted, and judged allow flight phase of up to 30 milliseconds-40 if you're really smooth. Should a walker strive to "come off" a bit to take advantage of the gap between the way the rule is written and how it is actually judged. The answer is an unqualified "maybe." A flight phase does lengthen your effective stride, but it also slows down your cadence rate and keeps your from taking that next propulsive step. There may be small benefit, but it's slim. A walker like Jefferson Perez or Mike Rolo (or me) can go pretty fast without much flight phase. But whether there's a small flight phase of not, the thiete doesn't start to feel it until beyond about the same 30 to 40 millisecond threshold that enables a judge to see it. So if you feel like you're coming off, and you continue doing it, you probably are cheating, but that would be dumb, because the judges can see it. In reality, the judges may not be covering every single step of the course, but there are always other walkers, and, yes, spectators scattered throughout the course. And I'm actually more worried about the reputation of our sport, and my own reputation, than I am about getting thrown out of a race. So I try to look my best at all times. Consequently, I don't even get a DQ, but would be more concerned that another athlete or ever a spectator thought I was cheating. I believe that 99 percent of all walkers, faast, slow, elite, or neophyet feel the same way. (Ed. Amen to those final thoughts.)

Captain Barclay

Not room for much, but since Ian mentioned Captain Barclay, I thought I better let those not steeped in the history of the sport know who he was. This Scotsman was born in 1779 and in his teens began undertaking wagers for feats of walking, the first recorded being 100 guineas to walk 6 miles in an hour "fair heel and toe." He accomplished this in August 1796. Two years later, he won a 70 mile match race in 14 hours.

Stretching out, in June 1801 he covered 300 miles in five days in torrid weather. Other feats through the years include 64 miles in 10 hours and 100 miles in 19 hours, which was over the "worst road in the country." Excluding time for refreshment, his walking time was actually 17 1/2 hours.

The event for which he is most remembered came in June 1809 when he contracted to do 1000 miles in 1000 hours—one mile each and every hour. There were thousands of spectators on hand for the closing stages on July 12 as Barclay was then one of the best known figures in the country. (Source: The Sport of Race Walking, published by the British Race Walking Association in 1962.)

Looking Back

35 Years Ago (From the October 1965 ORW)—An easy winner of the National 15 Km in Atlantic City was Ron Laird, with the editor of the fledgling Ohio Racewalker edging Ron Daniel for second... The World Record for 50 Km fell to Christoph Holme. Walking on a track in Dresden, E.G., he finished in 4:10:52... In separate 1 Hour races, Henri Delarue of France went 8 miles 636 yards and Dieter Lindner Of East Germany covered 8 miles 286 yards... And, the East Germans...
and Victoria Herazo (46:50). In a U.S.-Canada Junior Meet, Martin St. Pierre blitzed a 43:54 to meters to take the National 1 Hour ahead of Susan Liers.

Debbi Lawrence won in 45:34, beating Lynn Weik (45:56), Canada's Janice McCaffrey (46:26), and Lewis was third.

Zbigniew Sadlej won easily in 1:23:40, leaving Canada's Guillaume Leblanc 74 seconds back. Tim Seaman (44:25) and Philip Dunn (44:45) ... This 1983 L.A. Times 20 Km race was probably the best International race ever held in the U.S. outside of the Olympics. At the 5 Km mark, Jim Heiring (7th in 1:28:12) is a stride ahead of the GDR's 1980 Olympic 50 Km gold medalist, Hartwig Gauder (2nd in 1:26:16). The next three, from left are Maurizio Damiano, Italy's 1980 Olympic 20 km gold medalist (1st in 1:25:33), Marco Evonist (4th in 1:27:07), and the GDR's Ronald Weigel, 1987 World Cup 50 Km winner (3rd in 1:26:16). Following them are Italy's Carlo Mattioli (4th), Dan O'Connor (6th in 1:27:49), and Italy's Giorgio Damiano (DNF). Italy's Sandro Bellucci finished fifth in 1:27:42.

10 Years Ago (From the October 1985 ORW) - Ray Sharp walked 100 Km in 10:59 in Longmont, Colorado to win the National title over Alan Price. Alan's time was 11:15. That was 2 weeks after Price had won his third straight 100 miler in Columbia, Missouri, this time in 19:28:16. Bob Chapin pulled clear of Len Busen in the final 10 miles to take second in 20:22:07. Norway's Erling Andersen blitzed a 1:20:57 for 20 Km to win the Marcel Jobin race in Canada by nearly a minute and a half over Felix Gomez of Mexico. Jobin was third in 1:24:17. Gomez went 14,652 meters in an hour 4 days earlier and did a 40:34.6 for 10 Km 4 days later in other races that made up a week-long festival. Carlo Mattioli came from Italy to win the Aloni Memorial 20 Km in Dearborn. He led countrymen Sandro Belluci and Paolo Gregucci with a 1:28:27. Steve Pecinovsky took fourth in 1:30:53 and then eased off to win the National 2 Hour by covering 25,676 meters. Mark Fenton was 1600 meters back in second. Victoria Herazo was also an easy winner, covering 12,346 meters to take the National 1 Hour ahead of Susan Liers.

15 Years Ago (From the October 1985 ORW) - Alan Price won this sixth 100 mile title in 20:37:20. And Carl Schueler won his third consecutive National 40 Km in Monmouth, N.J., covering the distance in 3:15:04, just 1.07 off his own course record. Dan O'Connor was better than 11 minutes back. Eugene Kitts (3:29:26) and John Slavonic (3:30:18) finished third and fourth. The Alongi International 20 Km went to Canada's Guillaume Leblanc in 1:25:22. Mexicans Mauricio Villegas (1:26:36) and Marcello Coli (1:26:33) followed.

10 Years Ago (From the October 1990 ORW) - In a great Alongi International race, Poland's Zbigniew Sadlej won easily in 1:23:40, leaving Canada's Guillaume Leblanc 74 seconds back. Tim Lewis was third in 1:26:52 and five other U.S. walkers bettered 1:30. In the women's 10 Km, Debbi Lawrence won in 45:34, beating Lynn Wink (45:56), Canada's Janice McCaffrey (46:26), and Victoria Herazo (46:50). In the U.S.-Canada Junior Meet, Martin St. Pierre blitzed a 43:54 to beat Tim Seaman (44:25) and Philip Dunn (44:45). Tim Lewis covered the first 20 km in 1:30:53 and then eased off to win the National 2 Hour by covering 25,676 meters. Mark Fenton was 1600 meters back in second. Victoria Herazo was also an easy winner, covering 12,346 meters to take the National 1 Hour ahead of Susan Liers.